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Invariant transverse-velocity spectra of intermediate-mass fragments were measured with the 4pi
multi-detector system INDRA for collisions of 197Au on 197Au at incident energies between 40 and
150 MeV per nucleon. Their scaling properties as a function of incident energy and atomic number Z
are used to distinguish and characterize the emissions in (i) peripheral collisions at the projectile and
target rapidities, and in (ii) central and (iii) peripheral collisions near mid-rapidity. The importance
of dynamical effects is evident in all three cases and their origin is discussed.
PACS numbers: 25.70.Mn, 25.70.Pq, 25.40.Sc
Heavy-ion collisions in the Fermi-energy domain are
rich and complex sources of fragment emissions [1]. With
heavy nuclei, rather large composite systems may be
formed [2, 3, 4] that represent the limit in charge and
mass over which the bulk properties of excited nuclear
matter may be experimentally explored with present-day
means. More peripheral collisions may give access to sys-
tems consisting of low-density matter interacting with
two residual nuclei. Such configurations are of interest
for the study of isotopic effects in the phase behavior of
the two-component nuclear fluid [5, 6, 7, 8].
The fragment channels of both central and peripheral
collisions exhibit characteristic dynamical phenomena. A
collective flow, predominantly at small impact parame-
ters, is superimposed on the thermal motion of the emit-
ted particles and fragments, increasing in strength with
the bombarding energy [9]. Peripheral collisions appear
binary in the light-particle channels dominated by evap-
oration from the projectile and target remnants but are
characterized by a strong component of fragment emis-
sion at rapidities intermediate between those of the pro-
jectile and of the target [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. A
possibly dynamical origin of this component, frequently
termed neck emission, has been suggested but its nature
has not yet been satisfactorily clarified.
A well founded understanding of the mechanisms of
fragmentation processes is indispensable if their potential
for investigating the thermodynamic behavior of nuclear
matter is to be exploited. Considerable progress in this
direction has been made possible by the advent of 4pi-
type detection systems that permit the construction of
complete Galilei or Lorentz invariant cross-section distri-
butions. It will be shown, in this Letter, that transverse-
velocity spectra obtained from such distributions are par-
ticularly useful for identifying the qualitatively different
types of emissions on the basis of their characteristic de-
pendences on impact parameter and incident energy. A
striking invariance with the incident energy is observed
for mid-rapidity fragments from peripheral collisions, the
fragment component whose origin is probably the least-
well understood.
The data were obtained with the INDRA multidetector
[17] in experiments performed at the GSI for the reaction
197Au + 197Au at incident energies from 40 to 150 MeV
per nucleon, i.e. over a range of relative velocities from
once to twice the Fermi value. Beams of 197Au deliv-
ered by the heavy-ion synchrotron SIS were directed onto
197Au targets of 2-mg/cm2 areal thickness. Annular veto
detectors directly upstream of the INDRA detection sys-
tem and measurements with empty target frames have
been employed in order to verify that the synchrotron
beams were properly focussed into the 12-mm-diameter
entrance hole of the 4pi detection device.
The energy calibration of the 336 CsI(Tl) detectors has
primarily been derived from a detector-by-detector com-
parison of spectra remeasured for the reaction 129Xe +
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FIG. 1: Contour plot of the measured production cross sec-
tions as a function of the fragment Z and the rapidity y
for the reaction 197Au + 197Au at 80 MeV per nucleon for
semi-peripheral collisions (bin 3). The vertical line indicates
the mean rapidity of heavy projectile-like fragments which is
slightly below the projectile rapidity y = 0.41 (arrow). The
dashed line is meant to visually restore the symmetry of the
reaction which is disturbed by the reduced acceptance for
low-energy fragments.
natSn at 50 MeV per nucleon with spectra measured pre-
viously at GANIL [3, 13, 14]. There, calibration data had
been obtained by scattering a variety of primary and sec-
ondary beams from thin targets. The light emission from
the CsI(Tl) scintillators was parameterized according to
Ref. [18], and the Z dependence of the parameters was
obtained from comparing the generated ∆E−E maps to
predictions of energy-loss and range tables [19].
As in previous investigations of symmetric heavy ion
collisions [13, 14], the total transverse energy E12
⊥
of light
charged particles (Z ≤ 2) has been used as an impact pa-
rameter selector. The E12
⊥
spectra are found to scale lin-
early with the incident energy, and the scaled spectra co-
incide. The relation between E12
⊥
and the reduced impact
parameter b/bmax, obtained with the use of the geomet-
rical prescription [20], is linear in very good approxima-
tion, where b/bmax decreases with increasing E
12
⊥
. This
behavior is very similar to that observed for the 129Xe
+ natSn reaction at the lower energies 25 to 50 MeV per
nucleon [13, 14]. With the same prescription as used
there, impact parameter bins were generated. The most
central bin, labelled bin 8, covers impact parameters up
to 5% of bmax. The remaining part of the E
12
⊥
spectrum
is divided into 7 bins of equal width, corresponding to 7
bins of approximately equal width in b. Bin 1 contains
the most peripheral collisions that were registered at the
trigger condition of at least three detected particles.
Peripheral collisions display a binary character in that
heavy residues of the projectile and target are observed,
as far as they are within the INDRA acceptance (Fig. 1).
The emission of intermediate-mass fragments, however, is
neither binary nor isotropic with respect to these residues
(Figs. 1,2). Their intensity is heavily weighted towards
mid-rapidity where, at the lower incident energies, it dis-
plays a pronounced maximum, similar as observed for
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FIG. 2: Top row: invariant cross section distributions for
Z = 3 fragments as a function of transverse velocity (x) and
rapidity (y) for peripheral (bin 1, left and center) and central
(bins 7 and 8, right) collisions of 197Au + 197Au at E/A =
100 MeV. The dashed lines indicate the windows in relative
rapidity chosen for the data shown below; the arrows denote
the rapidities of the target, the center-of-mass, and the inci-
dent projectile (from left to right).
Middle row: invariant transverse velocity spectra for Z = 3
at bombarding energies E/A = 40, 60, 80, 100 and 150 MeV
(from bottom to top), vertically displaced for clarity and each
plotted over three decades.
Bottom row: mean transverse energies 〈E⊥〉 as a function of
the incident energy for fragments with odd Z ≤ 9 as indicated.
129Xe + natSn [13, 14]. At higher incident energies, 100
MeV per nucleon and above, the fragment distributions
start to separate at mid-rapidity, and a cross-section min-
imum develops (Fig. 2, top). This may be seen as the be-
ginning of a smooth evolution into the relativistic regime
where the fragment emission is concentrated at the pro-
jectile and target rapidities [21].
As a potentially useful observable for identifying the
dominant mechanisms of fragment production, invariant
transverse-velocity spectra for selected centrality and ra-
pidity bins are presented in Fig. 2. These spectra are
expected to be Gaussian for a thermally emitting source,
with a width σ2 = T/m where T and m are the tem-
perature of the source and the mass of the emitted par-
3ticle, respectively. If Coulomb forces act in addition, a
peak will appear near the velocity corresponding to the
Coulomb energy.
The cuts in rapidity y that were used to generate the
spectra are indicated in the invariant cross section plots,
shown for Z = 3 and 100 MeV per nucleon in the up-
per row of Fig. 2. Identical cuts in the scaled rapid-
ity y/yp, with a width of 25% of yp, were used for the
other bombarding energies (yp is the projectile rapidity).
Impact-parameter bin 1 was chosen to represent periph-
eral collisions, and bins 7 and 8 were combined to obtain
adequate statistics for central collisions. The transverse-
velocity spectra of Li nuclei for the five bombarding en-
ergies are shown in the middle panels of the figure. The
mean transverse energies for fragments with atomic num-
ber Z = 3, 5, 7, 9 as a function of the incident energy
are given below.
The transverse velocities near the projectile rapidity
in peripheral collisions (left column) are dominated by a
prominent Coulomb peak that indicates repulsion from
the surface of a heavy primary fragment. The peak ve-
locity β ≈ 0.09, equivalent to 2.7 cm/ns and typical for
fragment emission from a gold-like residue [22], is rather
stable and drops by only ∆β ≈ 0.01 as the energy is
raised from 40 to 150 MeV per nucleon.
Coulomb peaks are absent in the emissions at midra-
pidity which exhibit two different scaling behaviors for
the central and peripheral impact parameters. In the
central case (Fig. 2, right panel), the shapes are approxi-
mately Gaussian, with an extra shoulder superimposed at
the lower incident energies, most likely due to Coulomb
repulsion. Both, the mean velocity and the width in-
crease considerably with increasing bombarding energy
and with the fragment mass. The mean transverse ener-
gies, correspondingly, grow approximately linearly with
the incident energy but slightly slower than in propor-
tion to the fragment mass (cf. Ref. [23]). These obser-
vations reflect the increasing collectivity of the fragment
motion as the incident energy rises, a result of higher
compression, a resulting stronger Coulomb acceleration,
and higher temperatures of the composite sources that
are initially formed in central collisions [24, 25].
The most striking behavior is observed for the mid-
rapidity fragments from peripheral reactions (middle col-
umn of Fig. 2). The shapes of the transverse-velocity
spectra, somewhat between Gaussian and exponential,
are virtually the same at all incident energies, except per-
haps for a weak shoulder that develops at the lowest en-
ergies (middle panel). The mean transverse energies are
invariant with respect to the incident energy and to the
fragment Z (bottom panel). The existence of a common
energy scale for intermediate-mass fragments over the in-
vestigated wide range of bombarding energies seems, at
first sight, unexpected for a dynamical mechanism and
raises the question of where to search for its origin.
Kinetic energies that are independent of the parti-
cle species are expected within thermal models. In the
present case, however, a mean transverse energy 〈E⊥〉 ≈
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FIG. 3: Mean transverse energies 〈E⊥〉 as obtained from
the Goldhaber model for pF = 265 MeV/c (full line la-
belled G), after adding the Coulomb energy (dotted line,
G+C), and for nucleons from primary nucleon-nucleon colli-
sions with (dashed-dotted line, NN PB) and without (dashed
line, NN) considering Pauli blocking. The experimental re-
sult for midrapidity fragments from peripheral collisions is
represented by the hatched area.
30 MeV, corresponding to a temperature T of the same
magnitude, seems rather large and clearly exceeds the
temperature range at which fragments can be expected
to survive. Kinetic energies that appear thermal and
correspond to high temperatures are obtained from the
Goldhaber model in which fragment momenta are as-
sumed to result from the nucleonic Fermi motion [26].
This approach has proven useful for the interpretation
of kinetic energies of intermediate-mass fragments from
spectator decays at relativistic bombarding energies [27].
In the present case, however, the value 〈E⊥〉 = T = 15
MeV, derived for the Fermi momentum pF = 265 MeV/c
of heavy nuclei, amounts to only about half of the equiv-
alent temperature that is required (Fig. 3). Since it is
unlikely that the density or the temperature of the neck
region attain the extreme values that would be needed
to bring this value up and close to observation [28], at
most part of the observed energies can be ascribed to the
intrinsic nucleonic motion.
The intermediate bombarding energies are character-
ized by the interplay of mean-field and nucleon-nucleon
collision dynamics. The importance of the latter in-
creases with energy, due to the reduced role of Pauli
blocking, as apparent in the prompt emissions of light
particles [15, 29]. The transverse energies generated in
primary nucleon-nucleon collisions should reflect the in-
cident energy, in addition to the Fermi motion. The rise
with energy, however, will be partly compensated by the
reduced Pauli blocking of final states with low transverse
momentum at higher incident energies. Simulations con-
firm that essentially only the widths of the distributions
increase while the mean transverse energies rise rather
slowly if the blocking effect is taken into account (Fig.
3). This property of the mean transverse energies is spe-
cific for the present range of energies at and above the
Fermi value. Fragments formed by a coalescence mech-
4anism from only scattered nucleons will have transverse
energies that are clearly too high. It will be sufficient if
a few of them are built into the nascent fragments which
may also trigger their separation from the bulk.
The stronger Pauli blocking at the lower incident en-
ergies thus represents a compensating mechanism that
contributes to the observed invariance of 〈E⊥〉. This is
also the case for the Coulomb potential generated by the
two residues in the neck region. Essential for reactions
at lower energies and in fission [7, 16, 30], its role is ex-
pected to decrease at the higher bombarding energies at
which the residue velocities are comparable to or larger
than those of the mid-rapidity fragments. Simulations
with Coulomb trajectory calculations confirm this effect
(Fig. 3). They also indicate that the Coulomb contri-
bution to the transverse energy may depend very little
on the fragment Z. In the simulations, a thermal distri-
bution was assumed for the initial fragment motion, in
accordance with the Goldhaber model. It has the con-
sequence that heavier fragments move away more slowly
from the field free zone in between the receding residues.
This may explain why the Coulomb forces do not dis-
turb the Z invariance of the transverse motion (Fig. 2
bottom, middle panel).
All these mechanisms, whose effects are schematically
illustrated in Fig. 3, are contained in realistic microscopic
transport theories which thus seem suited to test the sug-
gested reason for the observed invariances [31]. Compli-
cations may arise from the fact that surface effects and
finer details in the modelling are important in periph-
eral reactions and will require a rather careful treatment
[14, 32]. Additional insight, in particular with regard to
the role of the Coulomb forces, may also be gained from
an experimental study of the dependence of the fragment
transverse motion on the mass of the collision system.
To summarize, three different modes of fragment
emission have been characterized on the basis of the
transverse-velocity spectra. All of them are strongly in-
fluenced by dynamical effects. Peripheral collisions ap-
pear binary only as long as the heavy residues and evap-
orated light particles are considered. The emission of
intermediate-mass fragments is not symmetric with re-
spect to the residue rapidities. The mid-rapidity frag-
ments from these collisions exhibit large transverse veloc-
ities on a scale corresponding to an effective temperature
of nearly 30 MeV. The invariance of their transverse mo-
tion with incident energy and fragment Z is most likely
the result of a compensation of several dynamical effects,
the initial Fermi motion in the colliding nuclei, the gener-
ation of transverse momenta in nucleon-nucleon collisions
and the Coulomb interaction between the fragments and
the separating residues. The important role of collective
motion, linearly increasing with the incident energy over
the covered range, is evident for central collisions.
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